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FREE DELIVERY ON 
ORDERS OVER £420*

OVER 25 YEARS’ 
EXPERIENCE

Plus

11 COLOUR  
OPTIONS

ORDER TODAY: www.gardentrellis.co.uk  ·  01255 688361
*See website for full details.



The Garden Trellis Company started life in rural Essex in 1992. The simple 
idea behind the company was to manufacture quality trellis panels 

that would enhance the gardens and outdoor spaces of people who 
appreciate attention to detail and excellent customer service.

12
12 Year Timber

Guarantee

FSC
Accredited

Timber

1992
SINCE

Over 25 Years’
Experience

Natural or  
Ready Painted

Planed Smooth
Finish

Painted  
joinery
Our ready-made timber 
products are available 
in a range of 11 colours 
and are freshly painted or 
stained to order. We use 
a special durable paint 
system which is applied 
in our purpose built spray 
booths and then carefully 
dried in temperature 
controlled drying rooms, to 
ensure the most attractive 
and durable finish.

Choose from a wide range of quality trellis, slatted panels, fencing, planters, 
bin stores and more in our online shop. We deliver nationwide and some 

overseas destinations on request. Shop online today, request a free colour 
sample pack or download our handy Plan Your Project guide.

Visit www.gardentrellis.co.uk to request a colour sample pack

Welcome to quality 
garden joinery

TRADITIONAL TRELLIS

POSTS & CAPPINGSLOG & BIN STORES

PLANTERS & OBELISKSGATES

PICKET FENCINGSOLID FENCE PANELS

18 different  

panels 

available

Rounded  

or pointed  

tops

10 different  

gates  

available

Wide  

range of 

styles &  

sizes

Black Greenwich GreenGorse GreenDedham Vale

Natural Teak StainRosewood StainManhattan Grey

Stone Autumn TideLight Green StainOrford Cream

Modular 

panels for  

ease of use

Available  

in various 

heights

Rectangular  

or square

11 colour  

& stain  

options

CONTEMPORARY SLATTED PANELS

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  0302  |



Over  

18 different 

trellis p
anels 

available  

online

Square Trellis Panels

Open Square Trellis

Why not add 

topper panels to 

your design?

FROM £22.00

Decorative Solutions

  from £18.00450mm x 450mm

Corner Finishing Panels VIEW FULL RANGE OF 
TRELLIS SOLUTIONS AT
www.gardentrellis.co.uk

All panels 1800mm (W)

300mm (H) from £20.00
450mm (H) from £29.00
600mm (H) from £37.00
900mm (H) from £46.00
1200mm (H) from £58.00
1500mm (H) from £67.00
1800mm (H) from £75.00

Regular Square Trellis
All panels 1800mm (W)

300mm (H) from £20.00
450mm (H) from £24.00
600mm (H) from £30.00
900mm (H) from £38.00
1200mm (H) from £55.00
1500mm (H) from £69.00
1800mm (H) from £79.00

Privacy Square Trellis
All panels 1800mm (W)

300mm (H) from £24.00
450mm (H) from £29.00
600mm (H) from £36.00
900mm (H) from £52.00
1200mm (H) from £71.00
1500mm (H) from £91.00
1800mm (H) from £105.00

Trellis panels not only enhance any outdoor environment but also offer 
additional privacy and security solutions to your home and garden.

Our square trellis panels are available with either a straight or arched top. All of 
our square trellis panels can be used to add interest to walls or the top of our solid 
decorative garden fence panels. They are available in a variety of sizes, offering a 
versatile and attractive method of defining outdoor areas.

1800mm (W) x 300>410mm (H) from £23.00
1800mm (W) x 450>570mm (H) from £33.00
1800mm (W) x 600>740mm (H) from £36.00

Square Trellis Convex Arched Topper Panel

1800mm (W) x 900>450mm (H)  from £88.00
1800mm (W) x 1200>750mm (H)  from £106.00
1800mm (W) x 1500>900mm (H)  from £122.00
1800mm (W) x 1800>1200mm (H)  from £132.00

Corner Arch Panels

1800mm (W) x 270mm (H)  from £20.00 
(150mm high centre of panel) 

Concave Arched Topper Panels

Right or left 

corner arch 

available

The

Classic

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  0504  |



Why not add 

topper panels to 

your design?

FROM £19.00

Over  

18 different 

trellis p
anels 

available  

online

Diagonal Trellis Panels

Decorative Solutions

     from £18.00450mm x 450mm

Diagonal Corner Finishing Panels VIEW THE FULL RANGE OF 
TRELLIS SOLUTIONS
www.gardentrellis.co.uk

Open Diagonal Trellis

Regular Diagonal Trellis

Privacy Diagonal Trellis

The

Classic

Right or left 

corner arch 

available

All panels 1800mm (W)

300mm (H) from £20.00
450mm (H) from £29.00
600mm (H) from £37.00
900mm (H) from £46.00
1200mm (H) from £58.00
1500mm (H) from £67.00
1800mm (H) from £75.00

All panels 1800mm (W)

300mm (H) from £20.00
450mm (H) from £24.00
600mm (H) from £30.00
900mm (H) from £38.00
1200mm (H) from £55.00
1500mm (H) from £69.00
1800mm (H) from £79.00

All panels 1800mm (W)

300mm (H) from £24.00
450mm (H) from £29.00
600mm (H) from £36.00
900mm (H) from £52.00
1200mm (H) from £71.00
1500mm (H) from £91.00
1800mm (H) from £105.00

1800mm (W) x 300>410mm (H) from £23.00
1800mm (W) x 450>570mm (H) from £33.00
1800mm (W) x 600>740mm (H) from £36.00

Diagonal Trellis Convex Arched Topper Panel

Diagonal trellis panels can be used to add interest to walls or the top of 
our solid decorative garden fence panels. Available in a variety of sizes, 
they are a versatile and attractive method of defining outdoor areas.

Available in either a straight or arched top panel and three different sized gaps 
between the slats. Choose from a 40mm gap, a larger 70mm open gap which is ideal 
for climbing plants, or a smaller 20mm gap which is perfect as a privacy screen.

1800mm (W) x 900>450mm (H)    from £72.00
1800mm (W) x 1200>750mm (H)    from £88.00
1800mm (W) x 1500>900mm (H)    from £103.00
1800mm (W) x 1800>1200mm (H)      from £116.00

Corner Arch Panels

1800mm (W) x 270mm (H)    from £20.00 
(150mm high centre of panel) 

Concave Arched Topper Panels

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  0706  |



High quality traditional trellis, available in 
both diagonal and square trellis styles, 
made from clear grade Western Red 
Cedar wood; attractive, distinctively 
aromatic and virtually knot free.

These stylish trellis panels are made from 
32mm fine sawn batons for a smooth 
finish, then glued and stapled with  
a 68mm trellis gap and set within  
a screwed tenon jointed frame for  
an overall stronger more robust  
panel. The panels come with a  
20 year materials guarantee and  
are available in six heights.

Premium Cedar 
Trellis Panels

Concave & Convex Panels

Square Cedar Trellis Diagonal Cedar Trellis

All panels 1800mm (W)  Square Diagonal

450mm (H) from £86.00 £86.00
600mm (H) from £95.00 £95.00
900mm (H) from £133.00 £133.00
1200mm (H) from £163.00 £163.00
1500mm (H) from £195.00 £195.00
1800mm (H) from £238.00 £238.00

Our  Cedar panels  are guaranteed  for 20 years

1800mm (W) x 1600mm>1800mm (H) from £82.00

Diagonal Trellis Convex Panel

1800mm (W) x 1570mm>1360mm (H) from £75.00

Diagonal Trellis Concave Panel

1800mm (W) x 1600>1800mm (H) from £82.00

Square Trellis Convex Panel

1800mm (W) x 1570>1360mm (H) from £75.00

Square Trellis Concave Panel

Give your garden more shape!

Concave and convex arched top  
trellis panels add shape and  
definition as a run of standard  
fencing and are ideal for additional 
screening above fencing or walls.

Our arched top panels come in  
both square and diagonal trellis  
styles and are available with  
either 40mm gap between slats,  
ideal for additional screening  
or a 20mm gap for a little  
more privacy.

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  0908  |



Slatted Panels
Our slatted panels give a contemporary feel to outdoor areas and 
terraces, providing a stylish privacy and security solution for your garden. 

We offer two widths of slats, regular (30mm) and wide (45mm). The slatted panels are 
approximately 1800mm wide and are available in a range of heights. The panels are 
modular, so multiple panels can be used to create the required height, or can be easily 
cut down to suit. They are also suitable for being fitted on to the top of walls.

Our panels  

are modular so 

multiple panels can 

be used to create 

your desired  

height

1795mm (W) x 450mm (H) from £26.00
1795mm (W) x 585mm (H) from £34.00
1795mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £51.00

Regular Slatted

1795mm (W) x 420mm (H)  from £29.00
1795mm (W) x 600mm (H)  from £38.00
1795mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £56.00

Wide Slatted

1800mm (W) x 440mm (H) from £74.00
1800mm (W) x 600mm (H) from £100.00
1800mm (W) x 880mm (H) from £132.00

Prestige Iroko, Radiata Pine, Western Red Cedar 30mm Slat

1800mm (W) x 440mm (H) from £74.00
1800mm (W) x 550mm (H) from £100.00
1800mm (W) x 880mm (H) from £132.00

Prestige Iroko, Radiata Pine, Western Red Cedar 45mm Slat

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  1110  |



All available with a rounded or pointed top

Picket Fencing
Classic picket fencing is a perfect alternative to traditional panels, and is 
suitable for all garden boundaries and landscaped areas. Available with 
either a pointed or rounded top and in various height options.

Our picket fence panels are available in 11 different colour options, using our highly 
durable exterior paint system or they can be left natural.

1800mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £87.00
1800mm (W) x 1200mm (H) from £102.00
1800mm (W) x 1500mm (H) from £116.00
1800mm (W) x 1800mm (H) from £131.00

Heavy Duty Solid Panels

1800mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £46.00
1800mm (W) x 1200mm (H) from £54.00
1800mm (W) x 1500mm (H) from £63.00
1800mm (W) x 1800mm (H) from £71.00

Solid Fence Panel

Solid Fence Panels
We have five different styles of fence panels 
to complement every garden design. 

Our solid fence panels have a distinctive 
‘Scandinavian’ style, whilst our curved 
trellis topped fence panels offer a more 
traditional solution. Our fence panels 
are available in various different height 
options, and can be painted using our 
highly durable exterior paint system, in 
one of 11 different paint or stain colour 
options, or just left natural.

1800mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £36.00
1800mm (W) x 1200mm (H)  from £44.00

Picket Fencing

1800mm (W) x 1200mm>900mm (H)  
Curving down to the right or left  from £52.00

Curve Down Picket Fencing

1800mm (W) x 900mm (H)  from £41.00
1800mm (W) x 1200mm (H) from £52.00

Concave Picket Fencing

1800mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £67.00

Cross Top Fence Panel

1800mm (W) x 900mm (H) from £61.00
1800mm (W) x 1200mm (H) from £72.00
1800mm (W) x 1500mm (H) from £80.00
1800mm (W) x 1800mm (H) from £89.00

Curved Trellis Top Solid Fence Panel

We have  

decorative trellis  

topped designs online

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  1312  |



Gates
Side and entrance gates for  
your garden.

Our range of timber garden gates create an 
attractive feature for the entrance to your 
garden whilst providing security to your 
property. They are perfect for decorative 
areas, side and pedestrian entrances.

Log & Bin Stores

Over 10 
different styles of gates available 

online

Top  

Seller o

900mm (W) x 900mm (H) 
from £56.00

Crofton Gate
900mm (W) x 900mm (H) 
from £43.00

Cross Top Gate

900mm (W) 
x 1800mm (H)  
from £77.00

Manor Gate
900mm (W)  
x 900mm (H)
from £212.00

Trellis Gate
900mm (W) 
x 1800mm (H)  
from £57.00

Solid Gate

900mm (W)  
x 1800mm (H) 
from £390.00

Prestige  
Slatted Gate

Round Top or Pointed Top
900mm (W) x 900mm (H)  from £21.00
900mm (W) x 1200mm (H)  from £25.00

Picket Gate

All our garden bin stores and log 
stores are available in 11 different 
colour and stain options to create 
a durable and attractive finish.

Bin stores help to conceal your rubbish 
and recycling bins. They come complete 
with lifting lids for ease of use. Optional 
shelving available on some models.

Our log stores are a great place to keep 
all your winter fuel and are designed to 
dry wood effectively.

1450mm (W)  
x 860mm (D) 
x 1250mm (H)  
from £333.00

The Dual Bin Store

1875mm (W)  
x 960mm (D) 
x 1665mm (H)  
from £483.00

Large Log Store

895mm (W)  
x 570mm (D) 
x 1325mm (H)  
from £228.00

City Log Store

Single Door -  
800mm (W) x 848mm (D) x 1225mm (H) from £680.00
Double Door -  
1450mm (W) x 848mm (D) x 1225mm (H) from £996.00
Triple Door -  
2015mm (W) x 848mm (D) x 1225mm (H) from £1,470.00

Slatted Bin Stores

From our 
Prestige 
range

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  1514  |



All our planters  
are available in 

either the square or rectangular option

Planters & Obelisks

Top  

Seller o

From our 

Prestige 

range

Wooden garden planters and obelisks 
are a great feature in any garden. 

They are perfect for creating different levels of 
planting and are ideal for balconies, terraces, 
edging patio or decked areas.

500mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 525mm (H)   from £583.00
500mm (W) x 900mm (D) x 525mm (H)   from £818.00
700mm (W) x 700mm (D) x 615mm (H)   from £750.00
1200mm (W) x 700mm (D) x 615mm (H)   from £1,057.00

Prestige Contemporary Planter

500mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 500mm (H)   from £153.00
600mm (W) x 600mm (D) x 500mm (H)   from £175.00

Square Modern Planters

500mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 525mm (H) 
(393mm x 393mm)   from £115.00
650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645mm (H)  
(540mm x 540mm)   from £167.00

Diagonal Cross Panel Square Planter

350mm (W) x 350mm (D) x 400mm (H)   from £88.00
500mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 525mm (H)   from £112.00
650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645mm (H)   from £165.00

Square Versailles Planters

350mm (W) x 350mm (D) x 400mm (H)   from £52.00
500mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 525mm (H)   from £75.00
650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645mm (H)   from £130.00

Square Planter

1000mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 500mm (H) from £203.00

Modern Rectangular Planter

900mm (W) x 500mm (D) x 525mm (H) from £142.00
1050mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645mm (H) from £187.00

Diagonal Cross Panel Rectangular Planter

Great for

climbing 

plants

Trellis Backed 
Rectangular Planter
900mm (W) x 500mm (D)  
x 525/1500mm (H) (Diag)  from £201.00
900mm (W) x 500mm (D)  
x 525/1500mm (H) (Sq) from £201.00
1050mm (W) x 650mm (D)  
x 645/1850mm (H) (Diag) from £257.00
1050mm (W) x 650mm (D)  
x 645/1850mm (H) (Sq)  from £257.00

650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645/2250mm (H)  
Versailles planter. (Diag 40mm) from £303.00
650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645/2250mm (H) 
Versailles planter. (Sq 40mm) from £303.00
650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645/2250mm (H) 
planter. (Diag 40mm) from £327.00
650mm (W) x 650mm (D) x 645/2250mm (H) 
planter. (Sq 40mm) from £327.00

Square Planter 
with Obelisk

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  1716  |



Delivery Service

n	Band A - £35  
- Free on orders over £420

n	Band B - £65  
- Free on orders over £870

n	Band C - £85  
- Free on orders over £1,500

n	Band D - £POA  
- Please contact us for delivery to these areas

DELIVERY AREA BANDS

The Essentials
Our range of smooth planed 90mm and 70mm posts 
complement your garden trellis, garden fence 
panels or garden gates. Available in a range of 
lengths and 11 different paint and stain options.

We also have a choice of traditional post caps and finials 
which provide an aesthetic way to protect the end grain of your 
fence posts. Top capping, with its continuous clean line, offers a more 
contemporary look whilst adding protection to the end grain of the posts.

145mm x 45mm x 1800mm from £15.00

Gravel Boards

90mm x 90mm  
(for 70mm posts) from £3.00 
120mm x 120mm  
(for 90mm posts)  from £4.00

Post Cap

110mm x 110mm cap C/W  
110mm x 65mm Acorn Finial from £8.00 
120mm x 120mm cap C/W  
140mm x 85mm Acorn Finial from £9.00

Post Cap & Acorn Finial

90mm x 90mm cap C/W  
90mm x 70mm Round Finial from £8.00
120mm x 120mm cap C/W  
110mm x 90mm Round Finial from £9.00

Post Cap & Ball Finial

0.6 m  from £6.00
0.9 m  from £9.00
1.2 m  from £11.00
1.5 m  from £14.00
1.8 m  from £17.00
2.4 m  from £23.00
2.7 m  from £26.00
3.0 m  from £28.00
3.6 m from £34.00

Fence Post  
70 x 70mm

0.6 m  from £20.00
0.9 m  from £24.00
1.2 m  from £26.00

Studded Fence Post

2.4 m  from £14.00
3.0 m  from £18.00
3.9 m from £24.00

Top Capping

A wide  
range of styles  

and sizes  
available

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT: www.gardentrellis.co.uk ANY QUESTIONS? CONTACT US ON: 01255 688361 |  1918  |



QUALITY GARDEN JOINERY DELIVERED DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR
The Garden Trellis Co. Ltd, 355A Old Road, Clacton-On-Sea, Essex, CO15 3RQ

25
25 Year Materials

Guarantee

FSC
Hardwood & 

Softwood Options

1992
SINCE

Over 25 Years’
Experience

Stainless Steel 
Fixings

Bespoke Quality 
Construction

SPECIAL RANGE OF GARDEN JOINERY
HANDCRAFTED IN OUR UK WORKSHOP

ORDER TODAY: www.gardentrellis.co.uk  ·  01255 688361


